news books & blogs

reading
books we’re
thomas heatherwick:
making, $76
(Thames & Hudson)
Can books be used as joinery? Can a giant
sculpture fit through a mailbox? Can a floor
become a roof? Bright UK designer Thomas
Heatherwick answers these questions by
drawing on his inventive projects, ranging
from Christmas cards to a cloud bridge.

sanctuary, $96
This art book is the master key to the studios
of various painters, image-makers and
sculptors. Sanctuary also freeze-frames
the creative sparks of artists such as Anne
Hardy, Mona Hatoum and Wolfgang Tillmans,
describing how they execute their ideas.

shibori recreated, $39.95
(Peach Press/shibori.bigcartel.com)
Shibori, a 400-year-old Japanese textile-dying
technique, gets an ink-stained update in this
book created by Sydney designers Karen
Davis and Pepa Martin with writer Leah Rauch.
Cloudy colours and vibrant patterns feature
within, as do profiles of today’s practitioners,
such as Akira Isogawa and Sally Campbell.

vitamin green, $89.95
(Phaidon/Penguin)

blogs i‘m loving

Worldwide examples of sustainable design
are given the (solar) spotlight in this book:
buildings that don’t require air-conditioning,
thanks to insulation by low-cost sandbags
or recycled tiles; an outdoor restaurant
that uses cookware powered by the sun;
designer chairs made from recycled cans
or cardboard; and an ultra-modern pavilion
that only needs an ox to generate its power!

Dana Tomic Hughes, from design site Yellowtrace, shares her current blog crushes with us:
graphic-exchange.com Posters, fonts,
illustrations, design – you name it,
graphic exchange has it. The site is
run by a designer living in France.
chairwhore.blogspot.com If you’re
like me and have an obsession with
chairs, then this is the site for you to get your fix.
colormekatie.blogspot.com Brooklyn-based Katie
sokoler is an actress, street artist and fun-maker.
Visiting her blog is like opening a can of happiness.
thisiscolossal.com Here, you’ll find captivating
content covering areas of art, design, physical
craft AND photography that is accessible to all.

048 / Inside Out

retronaut.co incredible collection of vintage images

dating back to pre-1800s through to current years.
fashiongonerogue.com This site satisfies my love for

the latest in fashion photography and editorials.
plentyofcolour.com Chloé is a colour-mad designer.
Her passion for celebrating delicious hues is her
trigger for elevating ‘ordinary’ to ‘extraordinary’.
blog.mrslilien.com Mrs.Lilien’s blog is “always sunny
with a chance of diamonds”. Curated by a graphic
designer/ stylist, its pages are beyond gorgeous.
iiiinspired.blogspot.com Impeccable collection of
images by a graphic designer in Budapest, Hungary,
who believes that beauty can change the world.
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